
ChallengeChallenge
• Draw a circle around  
the nouns.

• Underline the verbs.

• Draw a square 
around the adjectives.

.

Colour a SentenceColour a Sentence Colour KeyColour Key
capital letter 
= red

full stop 
= blue

question mark 
= yellow

exclamation mark 
= green

comma 
= purple

apostrophe 
= pink

The red bus is big.The red bus is big.
Can a long tail wag?Can a long tail wag?
The queen has a silver crown.The queen has a silver crown.
Do not put old boots on that new chair!Do not put old boots on that new chair!
We can’t eat sweets, crisps or cream We can’t eat sweets, crisps or cream 
cakes.cakes.
The hungry people waited for the shop’s The hungry people waited for the shop’s 
doors to open.doors to open.

Colour a SentenceColour a Sentence
Read these sentences then colour the parts of each sentence correctly.
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Colour a SentenceColour a SentenceColour a SentenceColour a Sentence
Read these sentences then colour the parts of each sentence correctly.

A fat cat sat on a red mat.A fat cat sat on a red mat.
The velvet coat belongs to the tall man.The velvet coat belongs to the tall man.
When can we have a little snack?When can we have a little snack?
What was the fresh seafood like?What was the fresh seafood like?
What a lovely smile you have!What a lovely smile you have!
I don’t want to use blue, pink or purple I don’t want to use blue, pink or purple 
paint.paint.

ChallengeChallenge
• Draw a circle around  
the nouns.

• Underline the verbs.

• Draw a square 
around the adjectives.
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question mark 
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exclamation mark 
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Colour a SentenceColour a SentenceColour a SentenceColour a Sentence
Read these sentences then colour the parts of each sentence correctly.

The bad rat bit the fat cat.The bad rat bit the fat cat.
Will you fill the red bucket?Will you fill the red bucket?
I have a green scarf.I have a green scarf.
Stop! Do not touch the hot cooker!Stop! Do not touch the hot cooker!
I’ll watch Jack’s steam train leave the I’ll watch Jack’s steam train leave the 
station.station.
You can’t use an expensive phone, tablet You can’t use an expensive phone, tablet 
or laptop.or laptop.

ChallengeChallenge
• Draw a circle around  
the nouns.

• Underline the verbs.

• Draw a square 
around the adjectives.
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